Course Meta Link

Overview

Course meta link allows two or more sections of a class (or even two separate classes) to be joined together so that all the participants in the different sections (aka "child courses") show up as enrolled participants in the main course (aka the "parent course"). This enables the professor to manage multiple sections of the same course as if they were one large course; all the grades, enrollments, and content show up in the parent course.

Course settings to enable Course Meta Link

- In a course, go to Settings > Course administration > Users > Enrolment methods.
- Click the dropdown menu under the enrolment methods and select course metalink:
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- In the screen that comes up next, select from the dropdown box the course you wish to bring enrolments from and then click Add method:
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- **NOTE(1)** A teacher in a course will only be able to choose from courses they are teachers in elsewhere.
- **NOTE (2)** To add more courses, add another instance of the course meta link.

- The users from the child course will now be enrolled in the current course – see the numbers in the screenshot below:
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- When new users are enrolled to the child course, they will be automatically brought into the current metacourse.
• And that's it; everything is now setup so that the child course participants are automatically enrolled in the parent course along with their grades. And they can access the parent course content and participate in it fully.